
13138: "public spaces filmed first in the netherlands despite the bad weather and

netherlands through germany and france"

lastly   experiencing   a   bit   of   gray   weather   but   no   fog   driving   back   to   the 

later in the mountains taking my brother-in-law and his family for small walks and 

weather  and  finally  getting  the  nice  weather  in  italy  both  while  in  venice  and 

16113: "experiencing a very bad beginning of the autumn in holland with much bad 

and quite some while driving back to holland through switzerland"

rotterdam and finally going to italy experiencing almost no wind in the mountains 

the  river  with  a  lot  of  wind  and  also  experiencing  quite  much  wind  while  in 

italian authorities but seeing a most agitated weather outside and walking along 

18109: "a month spent to begin in my dutch study preparing a presentation for the 

documentary and a film of a mother being kept in a shed with her son"

of the people in the mountains and getting affected by particularly an underwater 

new situation of an unemployed and of my former swedish colleagues but also a lot 

sleeping so well at night at first also taking some magnesium and dreaming of my 

02152: "dreams written while in the netherlands having many of them despite don't 

with fixative and later repainting the doors with a nitro based color"

inahling a bit of smell plastering and sandpapering the plaster but also painting 

model   of   my   church   and   inhaling   some   pollution   there   while   back   home   mostly 

inhaling  some  car  pollution  and  beside  that  being  often  in  utrecht  to  print  a 

15098:  "a  month  quite  gray  spent  mostly  indoor  beside  a  few  times  biking  and 

bombing and explosions linked to islamic terrorism"

refugees attempting to escape or mass shooting like in the united states and still 

12133:  "several  dead  around  the  world  with  natural  calamities  but  also  many 

edgy"

outside and taking a break from renovating keeping the shapes very simple and more 

07082: "managing another painting now in my dutch study with a lot of bad weather 

other everyday tasks"

station to the shop and filming while in culemborg on my way to do grocery and 

build  a  3d  model  of  the  cathedral  filming  public  spaces  in  my  walk  from  the 

idea to the italian municipality and commuting for an entire week to utrecht to 

constant rain here in holland but also the work dedicated to present my cathedral 

its  public  places  but  then  being  stopped  to  visit  public  space  because  of  the 

13137: "at first exploring the beautiful city of leiden extensively filming all 

going to work on the mountain field"

character of the fable inspired by the dormouse i kept awakening with the tractor 

intensive   works   in   the   mountains   and   perhaps   feeling   myself   a   bit   like   the 

08074: "fable written finally enjoying some quietness in the netherlands after so 



quite merged with the migrant population"

west  neighborhood  and  finding  a  lot  of  trash  walking  on  the  side  roads  feeling 

side also due to the strong wind but then walking all the way down the immigrant 

11172: "walking intensively in rotterdam and finding almost no trash on the east 

also picking trash wet from the rain"

paper left on the sidewalk to be collected in the different households and still 

11171: "trash found mostly in utrecht especially with the wind blowing away the 

live"

supermarket  and  through  the  square  of  the  small  city  of  culemborg  where  we  now 

11170:  "still   trash   picked   in   the   netherlands   finding   it   also   walking   to   the 

utrecht going there for days in a row to print a model of my temple"

11169: "trash picked mostly walking from the south station to the city center of 

spending an entire day there walking around"

quite   some   mold   in   the   scans   particularly   from   the   trash   picked   in   harleem 

11168:  "picking  trash  in  the  netherlands  despite  the  rain  and  in  fact  getting 

utrecht meeting myrthe there after work"

and back only to prepare the rooms for our guests and also trash picked while in 

11167: "still trash picked in venice walking from the station to the apartment 

the tourists area"

after the long break in the alps walking mostly around amsterdam hitting towards 

11166: "trash picked briefly while in sweden but then mostly in the netherlands 

and anyway to fancy and small of a place"

and before reaching the netherlands stopping in luxembourg but finding it rainy 

florian in the black forest and in france climbing up a small moutnain to a castle 

the   netherlands   stopping  shortly  and  filming  particularly   in  germany  visiting 

brother-in-law and his family also taking them to bassano before driving back to 

staying  shortly  in  venice  and  then  up  in  the  mountains  walking  around  with  my 

smaller  one  to  do  my  videaos  and  with  it  exploring  rotterdam  and  later  italy 

despite at last sending to repair my leica camera and getting a much cheaper and 


